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Abstract

Background: Phages are the most abundant biological entities, but the

commonly used clustering techniques are difficult to separate them from other

virus families and classify the different phage families together.

Results: This work uses GI-clusters to separate phages from other virus families

and classify the different phage families, where GI-clusters are constructed by

GI-features, GI-features are constructed by the togetherness with F-features,
training data, MG-Euclidean and Icc-cluster algorithms, F-features are the

frequencies of multiple-nucleotides that are generated from genomes of viruses,

MG-Euclidean algorithm is able to put the nearest neighbors in the same

mini-groups, and Icc-cluster algorithm put the distant samples to the different

mini-clusters. For these viruses that the maximum element of their GI-features
are in the same locations, they are put to the same GI-clusters, where the

families of viruses in test data are identified by GI-clusters, and the families of

GI-clusters are defined by viruses of training data.

Conclusions: From analysis of 4 data sets that are constructed by the different

family viruses, we demonstrate that GI-clusters are able to separate phages from

other virus families, correctly classify the different phage families, and correctly

predict the families of these unknown phages also.

Keywords: MG-Euclidean; Icc-cluster; F-feature; GI-feature; GI-cluster

Background

Phages were defined as viruses that infected bacteria, where they were the

most abundant microbial entities, and they represented the largest reservoir of

unexplored genetic information[1, 2, 3]. With the rapid development of high-

throughput biotechnologies, we were able to obtain phage genomes in the public

databases[4]. However, for the commonly used clustering techniques with these

features that were generated from phage genomes, they were difficult to classify

the different phage families[5]. Moreover, because of the lack of corresponding bi-

ological and experimental data, clustering techniques with these genomes into the

ICTV(the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses) scheme were difficult

also[5, 6, 7]. Furthermore, some approaches of phage classifications used the singly

selected marker molecules to define sequence alignment and similarities, but these

approaches were restricted to closely related phage taxa only[8, 9], such as these

comparative sequence analysis[10, 11, 12, 13, 14].
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To search appropriate methods that were able to separate phages from other

virus families and classify the different phage families, we constructed 4 data sets

to verify our methods, where Data-1 mixed phages and other 9 different virus fam-

ilies, Data-2 contained 6 different phage families, Data-3 owned 9 different virus

families that deleted phages of Data-1, Data-4 contained 5 different Ebolavirus

families, Data-3 and Data-4 mainly illustrated the complexity of phages. Here,

we used t-SNE maps to select efficient features, where t-SNE was able to map

nearest neighbor samples onto adjacent points on the plane[15, 16]. That is, if t-

SNE projections of the different virus families distributed in different regions, the

used features were reliable to define the similarity of viruses. In fact, we firstly

used t-SNE to verify the reliability of F-features, where F-features were the fre-

quencies of multiple-nucleotides that were generated from genomes of viruses,

15 types of F-features were designed in this study, and F-features had successful-

ly applied to the classification of siRNAs that their two types of samples had no

clear boundary[17]. But for t-SNE map of any type of F-features, results showed

that the different phage families mixed together on almost all of regions. Then, G-

features were constructed by the comprehensive application of these 15 types of

F-features, training data and MG-Euclidean algorithm, where MG-Euclidean al-

gorithm was able to put the nearest neighbors in the same mini-groups[15], and

viruses of training data were used to define the families of mini-groups. However,

t-SNE map of G-features showed that the different phage families still had slight

mixture on their boundaries. Furthermore, I-features of phages were constructed

by the comprehensive application of these 15 types of F-features, training data and

Icc-cluster algorithm, where Icc-cluster was able to put the distant samples were

in the different mini-clusters[16], the number of viruses of training data was se-

lected as the number of mini-clusters, and viruses of training data were used to

define the families of mini-clusters. However, for t-SNE map of any data set that

were generated from I-features, its one region mixed some viruses that came from

many families, but any family only had few viruses, where these mixed viruses

came from test data, and their I-features were zero vectors. Importantly, for these

viruses in the mixed region of I-features, almost all of them were not in the mixed

boundaries of G-features.

To comprehensively use the information of G-features and I-features, GI-

features of viruses were constructed by the sum of M-features and I-features.

Moreover, for viruses of any data set, t-SNE map of their GI-features showed

that their different families had clear boundaries. Importantly, for viruses of the

different families, the maximum elements of their GI-features were in different

locations. Thus, for these viruses that the maximum element of their GI-features

were in the same locations, they were put to the same GI-clusters, and the fami-

lies of viruses in test data were predicted by these GI-clusters also. For any data

set, results showed that GI-clusters were able to correctly classify the differen-

t virus families. That is, GI-clusters were able to separate phages of from other
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virus families, correctly classify the different phage families, and correctly predic-

t the families of these unknown phages also. We hoped GI-clusters were able to

help the researchers to distinguish different phage families.

Materials and Methods
Data and Data Source

Data-1

Here, we collect 432 complete genomes that contain 143 Phages, 78 Alphavirus-

es, 11 Arteriviruses, 62 Ebolaviruses, 17 Flaviviruses, 10 Hiv, 40 Marburgviruses, 8

Pestiviruses, 58 Rubiviruses and 5 SARS, where these 432 genomes are used to con-

struct Data-1, these genomes are downloaded from https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/,

and they are defined as the first to tenth families in the above order. Here, E-

bolaviruses and Marburgviruses are filoviruses, Alphaviruses, Arteriviruses and

Rubiviruses are togaviridae, Flaviviruses and Pestiviruses are flaviviridae, SARS

are coronavirus, and Hiv are retroviridae. Moreover, for viruses of each family,

80% of them are put to construct training-1, and other ones are put to test-1, where

the details of Data-1, training-1 and test-1 are summarized in Additional file 1.

Data-2

For 143 complete genomes of phages, their 6 families are over 5 genomes that con-

tain 12 Enterobacteria, 14 Mycobacterium, 13 Prochlorococcus, 7 Pseudomonas, 18

Synechococcus and 19 Vibrio, where these 83 phages are used to construct Data-

2, and they are defined as the first to sixth families in the above order. Here, for

phages of each families, 20% of them are put to test-2, and other ones are put to

training-2, where the details of Data-2, training-2 and test-2 are summarized in

Additional file 1.

Data-3

Here, Data-3, training-3 and test-3 are that Data-1, training-1 and test-1 delete

phages, respectively. That is, Data-3, training-3 and test-3 contain 9 virus families,

where the details of Data-3, training-3 and test-3 are summarized in Additional file

1.

Data-4

Data-4 contains 62 complete genomes of Ebolaviruses that come from 5 virus fam-

ilies(B, R, S, T and Z), where 20% of Ebolaviruses are put to test-4, and other ones

are put to training-4, where the details of training-4 and test-4 are summarized in

Additional file 1.

Methods

The biological clusters of viruses

For viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), training-s and test-s, these ones that belong

to the l-th family are put to Ds,l-cluster, Trs,l-cluster and Tes,l-cluster respectively,

where data-1, data-2, data-3 and data-4 have 10, 6, 9 and 5 virus families, respec-

tively.
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Fk-features

For the i-th virus of data-s, we use X(i) to represent its complete genome, and Fk(i)

to represent its Fk-feature, where



















F1(i) = { f 1
1 (i), f 2

1 (i), f 3
1 (i), f 4

1 (i)} = { fA(i), fC(i), fG(i), fT(i)}

F2(i) = { f 1
2 (i), f 2

2 (i), · · · , f 16
2 (i)} = { fAA(i), fAC(i), · · · , fTT(i)}

F3(i) = { f 1
3 (i), · · · , f 64

3 (i)} = { fAAA(i), fAAC(i), · · · , fTTT(i)}

F4(i) = { f 1
4 (i), · · · , f 256

4 (i)} = { fAAAA(i), · · · , fTTTT(i)}

, (1)

and these Fk(i)(k = 5, 6, · · · , 15) are constructed by two or more F1(i), F2(i), F3(i)

and F4(i). That is, F1(i), F2(i), F3(i) and F4(i) are the frequency of mononucleotide,

dinucleotide, trinucleotide and quadnucleotide of X(i) respectively, and other Fk-

features(k = 5, 6, · · · , 15) are their various combinations.

Moreover, we use Y(j) to represent the j-th virus genome of training-s, and Z(n)

to represent the n-th virus genome of test-s.

MG-Euclidean and Icc-cluster algorithms

MG-Euclidean algorithm does not directly divide viruses into clusters, but put

the nearest neighbor viruses to the same mini-groups[15]. That is, when a virus

belongs to a mini-group, its nearest neighbors are in the mini-group also. In this

study, viruses are put to mini-groups by MG-Euclidean with Fk-features, where

the similarity of the viruses are defined by Euclidean distance of their Fk-feature.

For Icc-cluster algorithm, it puts the distant samples in the different clusters, and

it has great ability to remove the effect of the clustering numbers even if clustering

number is relative large or small compared to the optimal one[16].

G-features and G-clusters

For any type of Fk-features, MG-Euclidean with them divides viruses of data-s

into mini-groups, where G
p
s,k-group is used to denote the p-th mini-group, all G

p
s,k-

groups are specified as m categories, and m is the number of the virus families.

That is, G
p
s,k-group is defined as G

p,t
s,k -group if







G
p
s,k(t) = max{G

p
s,k(1), G

p
s,k(2), · · · , G

p
s,k(m)}

G
p
s,k(l) =

N {G
p
s,k-group

⋂

Trs,l-cluster}
N {Trs,l-cluster}

, (2)

where N{G
p
s,k-group

⋂

Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of the intersection of

Gk,p-group and Trs,l-cluster, and N{Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of Trs,l-cluster.

Here, these G
p,t
s,k -groups are used to construct m Gl

s,k-clusters, where

Gl
s,k-cluster =

⋃

t=l

G
p,t
s,k -group. (3)

Then, Gs,k-features of viruses are constructed by Gl
s,k-clusters, where Gs,k(i) is used

to denote Gs,k-feature of X(i),







Gs,k(i) = {G1
s,k(i), G2

s,k(i), · · · , Gm
s,k(i)}

Gl
s,k(i) =

N{Gl
s,k-cluster

⋂

Trs,l-cluster}
N{Trs,l-cluster}

, (4)
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N{Gl
s,k-cluster

⋂

Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of the intersection of Gl
s,k-cluster

and Trs,l-cluster, and N{Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of Trs,l-cluster.

And then, Gs-features of viruses are constructed by Gs,k-features, where Gs(i) is

used to denote Gs-feature of X(i), and

{

Gs(i) = {G1
s (i), G2

s (i), · · · , Gm
s (i)}

Gl
s(i) = ∑

15
k=1 Gl

s,k(i)
. (5)

Here, X(i) is put to Gs,l-cluster if

Gl
s(i) = max{G1

s (i), · · · , Gm
s (i)}, (6)

where we use Gs,l-cluster to denote the l-th G-cluster of data-s.

I-features and I-clusters

For any type of Fk-features, Icc-cluster algorithm with them divided viruses of

data-s into mini-clusters, where the clustering number is the number of viruses in

training data, I
q
s,k-cluster is used to denote the q-th mini-cluster, and all I

q
s,k-clusters

are specified as m categories. That is, I
q
s,k-cluster is defined as I

q,t
s,k-cluster if







I
q
s,k(t) = max{I

q
s,k(1), I

q
s,k(2), · · · , I

q
s,k(m)}

I
q
s,k(l) =

N{I
q
s,k-cluster

⋂

Trs,l-cluster}
NTrs,l-cluster

, (7)

where N{I
q
s,k-cluster

⋂

Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of the intersection of

I
q
s,k-cluster and Trs,l-cluster, and N{Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of Trs,l-cluster.

Here, these I
q,t
s,k-clusters are used to construct m Il

s,k-clusters, where

Il
s,k =

⋃

t=l

I
q,t
s,k . (8)

Then, Is,k-features of viruses are constructed by Il
s,k-clusters, where Is,k(i) is used

to denote Is,k-feature of X(i),







Is,k(i) = {I1
s,k(i), I2

s,k(i), · · · , Im
s,k(i)}

Il
s,k(i) =

N{Il
s,k-cluster

⋂

Trs,l-cluster}
N{Trs,l-cluster}

, (9)

N{Il
s,k-cluster

⋂

Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of the intersection of Il
s,k-cluster

and Trs,l-cluster, and N{Trs,l-cluster} is the virus number of Trs,l-cluster.

And then, Is-features of viruses are constructed by Is,k-features, where Is(i) is

used to denote Is-feature of X(i), and

{

Is(i) = {I1
s (i), I2

s (i), · · · , Im
s (i)}

Il
s(i) = ∑

15
l=1 Il

s,k(i)
. (10)
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Here, X(i) is put to Is,l-cluster if

Il
s(i) = max{I1

s (i), · · · , Im
s (i)}, (11)

where we use Is,l-cluster to denote the l-th I-cluster of data-s.

GI-features and GI-clusters

For X(i) of data-s, its GIs-feature is the sum of its Gs-feature and Is-feature. That

is,

GIs(i) = Gs(i) + Is(i) = {GI1
s (i), · · · , GIm

s (i)}

= {G1
s (i) + I1

s (i), · · · , Gm
s (i) + Im

s (i)}.
(12)

Here, for X(i) of data-s, it is put to GIs,l-cluster if

GIl
s(i) = max{GI1

s (i), · · · , GIm
s (i)}, (13)

where we use GIs,l-cluster to denote its l-th GI-cluster of data-s.

0.0.1 Predicting the types of viruses of test data

For Z(n) of test-s, it is predicted as the l-th family if it belongs to GIs,l-cluster.

Results
Results of Fk-features of phages

Here, viruses of Ds,l-clusters(s = 1, 2, 3, 4) were mapped on t-SNE maps(Fig 1)

by their F4-features, where these viruses were marked by their families. Fig 1 (a)

showed that phages of Data-1 spread over four regions, but these regions did not

contain other family viruses. For instance, some phages of Data-1 projected among

Alphaviruses, Arteriviruses, and Flaviviruses, but these different family viruses

had clear boundary.

For t-SNE map of 6 phage families of Data-2, results showed that most of the

same family phages were located in the same regions, but some different family

phages mixed on their boundaries(Fig 1 (b)). Furthermore, we also used t-SNE map

of other Fk-features to display Data-2, but these maps were not able to separate

these 6 family phages also. That is, for some phages, their nearest neighbors came

from other family ones when the similarity were defined by Fk-features.

However, Fig 1 (c) and (d) showed that t-SNE maps gave Ds,l-clusters(s = 3, 4)

good separation, where viruses of D3,l-cluster(l = 1, · · · , 9) were the same as

D1,l+1-cluster. In fact, most of Fk-features were able to distinguish these 9 fami-

ly viruses of Data-3 and 5 family Ebolaviruses of Data-4 also. Importantly, Ds,l-

clusters(s = 3, 4) had clear boundaries.

Figure 1 The t-SNE maps of virus of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from
F4-features, and viruses were colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10
D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d)
The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.
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Results of G-features of phages

Here, for viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their Ds,l-clusters were mapped on t-SNE

maps(Fig 2) by their G-features, respectively, where these viruses were marked

by their families. Fig 2 (a) showed that projections of 10 D1,l-clusters of data-1 had

clear boundaries, and only 2 phages were projected in regions of Alphaviruses and

Arteriviruses, respectively.

For 6 family phages of Data-2, t-SNE map of G-features(Fig 2 (b)) showed that

only Enterobacteria and Mycobacterium mapped on together, but other four fami-

lies spread over two regions. Moreover, six regions of t-SNE map contained differ-

ent families ones, but these mixed regions mainly contained the same family ones.

That is, for the same family phages, most of them were able to search the nearest

neighbors in their families.

Moreover, Fig 2 (c) showed that 9 D3,l-clusters were able to be separated by their

G-features. But for one Ebolavirus(FJ217162) of D4,4-cluster, it was projected in

regions of D4,1-cluster. The reason was that D4,4-cluster only contained the single

Ebolavirus, it did not search the nearest neighbors in D4,4-cluster.

Figure 2 The t-SNE maps of viruses of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from
G-features, and viruses were colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10
D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d)
The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.

Results of I-features

Here, for viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their Ds,l-clusters were mapped on t-SNE

maps(Fig 3) by their I-features, respectively, where these viruses were marked by

their families. For any data-s, Fig 3 showed that its one region mixed some viruses

that came many families, but any family only had few ones, where these mixed

viruses came from test data, and their I-features were zero vectors. In fact, since

the clustering number of Icc-cluster algorithm was equal to the number of viruses

in training data, its many mini-clusters only contained one virus. Thus, for viruses

in these mini-clusters that only contained themselves, if they came from test-s,

their I-features were zero vectors.

Figure 3 The t-SNE maps of viruses of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from
I-features, and viruses were colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10
D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d)
The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.

Results of GI-features

Here, for viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their Ds,l-clusters were mapped on t-SNE

maps(Fig 4) by their GI-features respectively, where these viruses were marked by

their families. For the same family phages, Fig 4 (b) showed that they spread over

two or more regions, but any region hardly contained other family ones.

Moreover, Fig 4 showed that t-SNE maps gave Ds,l-clusters(s = 1, 3, 4) good

separation also. That is, GI-features were able to separate phages from other family

viruses, distinguish 9 family viruses of Data-3 and 5 family Ebolaviruses of Data-4

also.
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Figure 4 The t-SNE maps of viruses of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from
GI-features, and viruses were colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10
D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d)
The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.

Comparison of G-features, I-features and GI-features of phages

Here, for phages in 6 D2,l-clusters, the curve shapes of their G-features, I-features

and GI-features were shown in Fig 5. For phages of any D2,l-cluster, Fig 5 showed

that the profiles of their GI-feature were hardly difference. Importantly, for phages

of different D2,l-cluster, the position of the maximum value of their GI-features

were different. Thus, GI-clusters were able to group the same family phages of

Data-2 together.

Moreover, for phages in the same D2,l-clusters, the curve shape of their G-

features were relatively chaotic, and I-features of few phages were zero vectors.

Figure 5 The profile plots of G-features, I-features and GI-features of 6 D2,l-clusters, where
the X-axis represented the positions of the feature components, the Y-axis represented the
value of the feature components. (a1), (b1) and (c1) The profiles of G-features, I-features and
GI-features of D2,1-cluster. (a2), (b2) and (c2) The profiles of G-features, I-features and
GI-features of D2,2-cluster. (a3), (b3) and (c3) The profiles of G-features, I-features and
GI-features of D2,3-cluster. (a4), (b4) and (c4) The profiles of G-features, I-features and
GI-features of D2,4-cluster. (a5), (b5) and (c5) The profiles of G-features, I-features and
GI-features of D2,5-cluster. (a6), (b6) and (c6) The profiles of G-features, I-features and
GI-features of D2,6-cluster.

Results of G-clusters

Here, for viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their G-clusters were constructed by

Eq.(6), where the statistical results of these G-clusters were summarized in Table

1. For phages of Data-2, Table 1 showed that 2 Enterobacteria, 2 Mycobacterium, 3

Prochlorococcus, 2 Pseudomonas, 1 Synechococcus and 3 Vibrio were misjudged

by G2,l-clusters, respectively. That is, 15.7%(13/83) phages of Data-2 were mis-

judged by G2,l-clusters. Moreover, for 432 viruses of Data-1, only 2 phages were

misjudged as Alphavirus and Flavivirus by G-clusters, respectively.

Furthermore, all viruses of Data-3 were correctly distinguished by G-clusters,

and only 1 Ebolavirus of Data-4 were misjudged by G-clusters. In fact, the misiden-

tified Ebolavirus came from D4,4-cluster that only contained itself. Since mini-

groups that were generated from MG-Euclidean algorithm contained two sam-

ples at least, G-clusters contained two samples at least. Thus, the misidentified

Ebolavirus was caused by the imperfection of MG-Euclidean algorithm.

Results of I-clusters

Here, for viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their I-clusters were constructed by

Eq.(11), where the statistical results of these G-clusters were summarized in Ta-

ble 2. For I-clusters of all data sets, Table 2 showed that all of their sensitivi-

ty were 100%, but most of their specificity were less than 1. For instance, Ta-

ble 2 showed that 1 Enterobacteria, 1 Mycobacterium, 1 Prochlorococcus, 1 Pseu-

domonas, 1 Synechococcus and 4 Vibrio of Data-2 were incorrectly distinguished
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by I2,l-clusters, respectively. In fact, these incorrectly distinguished viruses came

from Tes,l-clusters, and their I-feature were zero vectors.

The reliability of GI-clusters

Here, for viruses of data-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their GI-clusters were constructed by

Eq.(13), where the statistical results of these GI-clusters were summarized in Ta-

ble 3. For GI-clusters of all data sets, Table 3 showed that only 1 Synechococcus of

Data-2 were misjudged as Vibrio.

Predicting the phages of test data

Here, for viruses of test-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their biological types(or subtypes) were

predicted by GI-clusters, where these predicted results were summarized in Table

3. For viruses of of all test sets, Table 3 showed that only 1 Synechococcus of test-2

were incorrectly predicted as Vibrio. These results demonstrated that GI-clusters

were able to separate phages from other virus families, and grouped the same

phage families together also.

Moreover, for viruses of test-s(s = 1, 2, 3, 4), their families were predicted by G-

clusters and I-clusters also, where these distinguishing results were summarized

in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Table 1 showed that G-clusters were able to sep-

arate almost all of phages from other virus families, but did not group the same

phage families together. For instance, Table 1 showed that 1 Prochlorococcus, 1

Pseudomonas, 1 Synechococcus and 1 Vibrio of test-2 were misjudged by G2,l-

clusters, respectively. Furthermore, Table 2 showed that I-clusters were not able

to separate phages from other family viruses, and did not group the same family

phages together also. In details, Table 2 showed that 2 Phages, 1 Ebolaviruses, 3

Flaviviruses, 2 Hiv, 1 Marburgviruses, and 1 Pestiviruses of test-1 were not distin-

guished by I1,l-clusters, and also 1 Enterobacteria, 1 Mycobacterium, 1 Prochloro-

coccus, 1 Pseudomonas, 1 Synechococcus and 4 Vibrio of test-2 were did not dis-

tinguished by I2,l-clusters.

Discussion
In theory, for each sample, MG-Euclidean algorithm firstly searches its nearest

neighbor, and then puts it and its nearest neighbor to the same mini-group. More-

over, MG-Euclidean algorithm construct too many mini-groups that is far beyond

the number of sample families. To merge the same families of mini-groups togeth-

er, samples of training data is used to define the families of mini-groups. Further-

more, if the number of the same family viruses is relative small, some mini-groups

may contain these nearest neighbor that come from the different families. The rea-

son is that the some samples do not search their nearest neighbors in themselves

families.

To compensate the shortcomings of G-clusters, I-clusters are constructed, where

I-clusters are able to assure that the samples of training data are correctly distin-

guished. The reason is that the number of mini-clusters is the number of viruses

in training data. Moreover, for these samples of test data that are misjudged by

I-clusters, their mini-clusters do not contain samples of training data, so their I-

features were zero vectors. To make full use of the togetherness with G-clusters
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and I-clusters, GI-features are constructed by the sum of G-features and I-features.

For each sample, results show that it is able to be correctly distinguished by GI-

clusters if it is able to be put correct I-cluster or G-cluster.

Conclusion
In this study, we use GI-clusters to separate phages from other family viruses,

group the same family phages together, and correctly predict the families of un-

known phages. We hoped GI-clusters are able to help the researchers to distin-

guish the families of phages.

Abbreviations

Ds,l-cluster: it contains these viruses that belong to the l-th family of Data-s.

Trs,l-cluster: it contains these viruses that belong to the l-th family of training-s.

Tes,l-cluster: it contains these viruses that belong to the l-th family of test-s.

Fk-features: F1X(i), F2X(i), F3X(i) and F4X(i) are the frequency of mononucleotide, dinucleotide, trinucleotide and

quadnucleotide respectively, and other Fk-features((k > 4)) are their various combinations.

G
p
s,k-group: the p-th mini-group of Data-s that is generated from MG-Euclidean with Fk-feature.

G
p,t
s,k -group: G

p
s,k-group are re-defined by Eq.(2).

Gl
s,k-cluster: it is the union of these G

p,t
s,k -groups that their t- parameters are equal to l(Eq.(3)).

Gs,k-feature: it is defined by Gl
s,k-clusters(Eq.(4)).

Gs-feature: it is the sum of all Gs,k-features(Eq.(5)).

Gs,l-cluster: it is the l-th G-cluster of data-s that is defined by Eq.(6).

I
q
s,k-cluster: it is the q-th mini-cluster of data-s that is generated from Icc-cluster algorithm with Fk-feature.

I
q,t
s,k -cluster: it is I

q
s,k-cluster are re-defined by Eq.(7).

I l
s,k-cluster: it is the union of these I

q,t
s,k -clusters that their t- parameters are equal to l(Eq.(8)).

Is,k-feature: it is defined by I l
s,k-clusters(Eq.(9)).

Is-feature: it is the sum of all Is,k-features(Eq.(10)).

Is,l-cluster: it is the l-th I-cluster of data-s(Eq.(11)).

GIs-feature: it is the sum of Gs-feature and Is-feature(Eq.(12)).

GIs,l-cluster: it is generated from GIs-features(Eq.(13)).
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Tables

Table 1 The distinguishing results of all Gs,l-clusters.

Types(or Subtypes) N1 N2 N3 Se
′

Sp
′

N4 N5 N6 Se Sp
Data-1

Phages 143 141 141 100 98.6 28 27 27 100 96.4
Alphaviruses 78 79 78 98.7 100 16 16 16 100 100
Arteriviruses 11 11 11 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Ebolaviruses 62 62 62 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
Flaviviruses 17 18 17 94.4 100 4 5 4 80 100
Hiv 10 10 10 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Marburgviruses 40 40 40 100 100 8 8 8 100 100
Pestiviruses 8 8 8 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
Rubiviruses 58 58 58 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
SARS 5 5 5 100 100 1 1 1 100 100

Data-2
Enterobacteria 12 13 10 76.9 83.3 2 3 2 66.7 100
Mycobacterium 14 12 12 100 85.7 3 3 3 100 100
Pseudoalteromonas 13 13 10 76.9 76.9 2 2 2 100 100
Pseudomonas 7 5 5 100 71.4 2 1 1 100 50
Synechococcus 18 20 17 85 94.4 3 2 2 100 66.7
Vibrio 19 20 16 80 84.2 4 5 4 80 100

Data-3
Alphaviruses 78 78 78 100 100 16 16 16 100 100
Arteriviruses 11 11 11 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Ebolaviruses 62 62 62 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
Flaviviruses 17 17 17 100 100 4 4 4 100 100
Hiv 10 10 10 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Marburgviruses 40 40 40 100 100 8 8 8 100 100
Pestiviruses 8 8 8 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
Rubiviruses 58 58 58 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
SARS 5 5 5 100 100 1 1 1 100 100

Data-4
B 6 7 6 100 85.7 1 1 1 100 100
R 8 8 8 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
S 11 11 11 100 100 3 3 3 100 100
T 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Z 36 36 36 100 100 7 7 7 100 100

N1: The virus number of Ds,l-cluster. N2: The virus number of Gs,l-cluster. N3: The virus number
of Ds,l-cluster ∩ Gs,l-cluster. N4: The virus number of Tes,l-cluster. N5: The virus number of test-s

∩ Gs,l-cluster. N6: The virus number of Tes,l-cluster ∩ Gs,l-cluster. Se
′
(sensitivity): N3/N2.

Sp
′
(specificity): N3/N1. Se(sensitivity): N6/N5. Sp(specificity): N6/N4.
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Table 2 The distinguishing results of all Is,l-clusters.

Types(or Subtypes) N1 N2 N3 Se
′

Sp
′

N4 N5 N6 Se Sp
Data-1

Phages 143 141 141 100 98.6 28 26 26 100 92.9
Alphaviruses 78 78 78 100 100 16 16 16 100 100
Arteriviruses 11 11 11 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Ebolaviruses 62 61 61 100 98.4 12 11 11 100 91.7
Flaviviruses 17 14 14 100 82.4 4 1 1 100 25
Hiv 10 8 8 100 80 2 0 0 0
Marburgviruses 40 39 39 100 97.5 8 7 7 100 87.5
Pestiviruses 8 7 7 100 87.5 1 0 0 0
Rubiviruses 58 58 58 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
SARS 5 5 5 100 100 1 1 1 100 100

Data-2
Enterobacteria 12 11 11 100 91.7 2 1 1 100 50
Mycobacterium 14 13 13 100 92.9 3 2 2 100 66.7
Pseudoalteromonas 13 12 12 100 92.3 2 1 1 100 50
Pseudomonas 7 6 6 100 85.71 2 1 1 100 50
Synechococcus 18 17 17 100 94.4 3 2 2 100 66.7
Vibrio 19 15 15 100 78.9 4 0 0 0

Data-3
Alphaviruses 78 78 78 100 100 16 16 16 100 100
Arteriviruses 11 11 11 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Ebolaviruses 62 62 61 100 98.4 12 11 11 100 91.7
Flaviviruses 17 17 14 100 82.4 4 1 1 100 25
Hiv 10 10 8 100 80 2 0 0 0
Marburgviruses 40 40 39 100 97.5 8 7 7 100 87.5
Pestiviruses 8 8 7 100 87.5 1 0 0 0
Rubiviruses 58 58 58 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
SARS 5 5 5 100 100 1 1 1 100 100

Data-4
B 6 6 6 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
R 8 7 7 100 87.5 1 0 0 0
S 11 11 11 100 100 3 3 3 100 100
T 1 1 1 100 100 0 0 0
Z 36 35 35 100 97.2 7 6 6 100 85.7

N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, Se
′
, Sp

′
, Se and Sp had define in Table 1.
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Table 3 The distinguishing results of all GIs,l-clusters.

Types(or Subtypes) N1 N2 N3 Se
′

Sp
′

N4 N5 N6 Se Sp
Data-1

Phages 143 143 143 100 100 28 28 28 100 100
Alphaviruses 78 78 78 100 100 16 16 16 100 100
Arteriviruses 11 11 11 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Ebolaviruses 62 62 62 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
Flaviviruses 17 17 17 100 100 4 4 4 100 100
Hiv 10 10 10 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Marburgviruses 40 40 40 100 100 8 8 8 100 100
Pestiviruses 8 8 8 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
Rubiviruses 58 58 58 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
SARS 5 5 5 100 100 1 1 1 100 100

Data-2
Enterobacteria 12 12 12 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Mycobacterium 14 14 14 100 100 3 3 3 100 100
Pseudoalteromonas 13 13 13 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Pseudomonas 7 7 7 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Synechococcus 18 17 17 100 94.4 3 2 2 100 66.7
Vibrio 19 20 19 95 100 4 5 4 80 100

Data-3
Alphaviruses 78 78 78 100 100 16 16 16 100 100
Arteriviruses 11 11 11 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Ebolaviruses 62 62 62 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
Flaviviruses 17 17 17 100 100 4 4 4 100 100
Hiv 10 10 10 100 100 2 2 2 100 100
Marburgviruses 40 40 40 100 100 8 8 8 100 100
Pestiviruses 8 8 8 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
Rubiviruses 58 58 58 100 100 12 12 12 100 100
SARS 5 5 5 100 100 1 1 1 100 100

Data-4
B 6 6 6 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
R 8 8 8 100 100 1 1 1 100 100
S 11 11 11 100 100 3 3 3 100 100
T 1 1 1 100 100 0 0 0
Z 36 36 36 100 100 7 7 7 100 100

N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, Se
′
, Sp

′
, Se and Sp had define in Table 1.



Figures

Figure 1

The t-SNE maps of virus of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from F4-features, and viruses were
colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10 D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-
clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d) The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.



Figure 2

The t-SNE maps of viruses of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from G-features, and viruses were
colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10 D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-
clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d) The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.



Figure 3

The t-SNE maps of viruses of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from I-features, and viruses were
colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10 D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6 D2,l-
clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d) The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.



Figure 4

The t-SNE maps of viruses of data-s, where t-SNE maps were generated from GI-features, and viruses
were colored according to their families. (a) The t-SNE maps of 10 D1,l-clusters. (b) The t-SNE maps of 6
D2,l-clusters. (c) The t-SNE maps of 9 D3,l-clusters. (d) The t-SNE maps of 4 D4,l-clusters.



Figure 5

The pro le plots of G-features, I-features and GI-features of 6 D2,l-clusters, where the X-axis represented the
positions of the feature components, the Y-axis represented the value of the feature components. (a1),
(b1) and (c1) The pro les of G-features, I-features and GI-features of D2,1-cluster. (a2), (b2) and (c2) The
pro les of G-features, I-features and GI-features of D2,2-cluster. (a3), (b3) and (c3) The pro les of G-features,
I-features and GI-features of D2,3-cluster. (a4), (b4) and (c4) The pro les of G-features, I-features and GI-



features of D2,4-cluster. (a5), (b5) and (c5) The pro les of G-features, I-features and GI-features of D2,5-
cluster. (a6), (b6) and (c6) The pro les of G-features, I-features and GI-features of D2,6-cluster.
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